Respect Yourself Stax Records And The Soul
Explosion Robert Gordon
Getting the books Respect Yourself Stax Records And The Soul Explosion Robert Gordon now
is not type of inspiring means. You could not unaccompanied going in imitation of books amassing or
library or borrowing from your associates to edit them. This is an entirely simple means to
specifically acquire guide by on-line. This online declaration Respect Yourself Stax Records And The
Soul Explosion Robert Gordon can be one of the options to accompany you gone having further time.
It will not waste your time. agree to me, the e-book will enormously tell you further issue to read.
Just invest tiny grow old to get into this on-line statement Respect Yourself Stax Records And
The Soul Explosion Robert Gordon as with ease as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Excavating Exodus J. Laurence Cohen
2021-04-01 Excavating Exodus analyzes
adaptations of Exodus in novels, newspapers,
and speeches from the antebellum period to the
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

Civil Rights era. Although Exodus has
perennially served to mobilize resistance to
oppression, Black writers have radically
reinterpreted its meaning over the past two
centuries. Changing interpretations of Moses’
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story reflect evolving conceptions of racial
identity, religious authority, gender norms,
political activism, and literary form. Black
writers transformed Moses from a paragon of
race loyalty into an avatar of authoritarianism.
Excavating Exodus identifies a rhetorical
tradition initiated by David Walker and carried
on by Martin Delany and Frances Harper that
treats Moses’ loyalty to his fellow Hebrews as
his defining characteristic. By the twentieth
century, however, a more skeptical group of
writers, including Zora Neale Hurston, Ralph
Ellison, and William Melvin Kelley, associated
Moses with overbearing charismatic authority.
This book traces the transition from Walker, who
treated Moses as the epitome of self-sacrifice, to
Kelley, who considered Moses a flawed model of
leadership and a threat to individual selfreliance. By asking how Moses became a
touchstone for notions of racial belonging,
Excavating Exodus illuminates how Black
intellectuals reinvented the Mosaic model of
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

charismatic male leadership.
Born to run Bruce Springsteen 2016-09-28
‘Ideale rockautobiografie’ - Het Parool De
afgelopen zes jaar heeft Springsteen in stilte en
vol overgave zijn levensverhaal opgeschreven.
De magie die zijn songteksten zo bijzonder
maakt, spat van elke pagina van dit boek af. Met
ontwapenende openhartigheid vertelt hij voor
het eerst over de persoonlijke problemen die zijn
beste werk hebben geïnspireerd. ‘Springsteen
wil vooral een eerlijk verhaal vertellen. Net als
bij zijn beste concerten heb je aan het eind het
gevoel dat hij alles heeft gegeven.’ – The New
York Times
Dreams to Remember: Otis Redding, Stax
Records, and the Transformation of Southern
Soul Mark Ribowsky 2015-06-01 “Evokes the fire
of Redding. . . . Ribowsky tells the story with
nonstop energy, while always probing for the
larger social and musical pictures.” —New York
Times Book Review When he died in one of
rock's string of tragic plane crashes, Otis
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Redding was only twenty-six, yet already the
avatar of a new kind of soul music. The beating
heart of Memphis-based Stax Records, he had
risen to fame belting out gospel-flecked blues in
stage performances that seemed to ignite not
only a room but an entire generation. If Berry
Gordy's black-owned kingdom in Motown
showed the way in soul music, Redding made his
own way, going where not even his two role
models who had preceded him out of Macon,
Georgia—Little Richard and James Brown—had
gone. Now, in this transformative work, New
York Times Notable Book author Mark Ribowsky
contextualizes his subject's short career within
the larger cultural and social movements of the
era, tracing the crooner's rise from preacher's
son to a preacher of three-minute soul sermons.
And what a quick rise it was. At the tender age
of twenty-one, Redding needed only a single
unscheduled performance to earn a record deal,
his voice so "utterly unique" (Atlantic) that it
catapulted him on a path to stardom and turned
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

a Memphis theater-turned-studio into a music
mecca. Soon he was playing at sold-out venues
across the world, from Finsbury Park in London
to his ultimate conquest, the 1967 Monterrey
Pop Festival in California, where he finally won
over the flower-power crowd. Still, Redding was
not always the affable, big-hearted man's man
the PR material painted him to be. Based on
numerous new interviews and prodigious
research, Dreams to Remember reintroduces an
incredibly talented yet impulsive man, one who
once even risked his career by shooting a man in
the leg. But that temperament masked a deep
vulnerability that was only exacerbated by an
industry that refused him a Grammy until he was
in his grave—even as he shaped the other Stax
soul men around him, like Wilson Pickett, Sam
and Dave, and Booker T. and The MG's. As a
result, this requiem is one of great conquest but
also grand tragedy: a soul king of truth, a mortal
man with an immortal voice and a pain in his
heart. Now he, and the forces that shaped his
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incomparable sound, are reclaimed, giving us a
panoramic of an American original who would
come to define an entire era, yet only wanted
what all men deserve—a modicum of respect and
a place to watch the ships roll in and away
again.
The Roots of Rock Peter Finch 2016-04-29 “A
trip back through time to Cardiff at a pivotal
moment in pop culture history, and forward to
that historical moment’s afterlife: this is a vivid
and engaging read that breathes new life into
some great old music.” – Sarah Hill “Written
with the passion of a lifelong enthusiast on a
deep grounding of knowledge. It brings the
sights, sounds and smells of Americana back
home and predicts a future that cherishes the
live at the expense of the recorded.” – Record
Collector Peter Finch follows the trail of
twentieth century popular music from a 1950s
valve radio playing in a suburban Cardiff terrace
to the reality of the music among the bars of
Ireland, the skyscrapers of New York, the plains
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

of Tennessee, the flatlands of Mississippi and the
mountains of North Carolina. The Roots of Rock
from Cardiff to Mississippi and Back mixes
musical autobiography with an exploration of the
physical places from which this music comes. It
is a demonstration of the power of music to
create a world for the listener that is
simultaneously of and beyond the place in which
it is heard. It also considers how music has
changed during this time, from the cultureshaping (revolutionising) 50s and 60s to the
present day, where it has evolved from the hard
black vinyl of albums to the invisible digital mp3
file waiting to be summoned by mouse click.
Along the way Finch gives us sharp-eyed
accounts of gigs from Champion Jack Dupree to
the Garth Mountain Boys, muses on the
importance of the Dansette record player,
ponders why Elvis never came to Wales (except
multiply in Porthcawl’s legendary Elvis Festival),
visits musical shrines and theme parks –
Dollywood, Grand Ole Opry, Graceland, Stax,
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rides along with singing cowboys and recalls his
attempt to form a band, The Blueswailers. Add in
music in Ireland and Wales (and in Welsh), the
Bible Belt, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, Etta James,
Ray Charles, Bert Jansch, Taylor Swift, Alan
Stivell, Chet Atkins, the Appalachian Mountains
and Pigeon Forge and Finch’s world of music is
as broad as the last six decades allows. Each
chapter is accompanied by a multi-track play list
to help the reader have the full flavour of what
Finch’s musical experiences and bring alive the
many sharp witted stories and thoughtful
cultural connections. The result is an
entertaining, informative book from which the
reader will learn much and hear more.
Categorizing Sound David Brackett
2016-07-19 "Categorizing Sound addresses the
relationship between categories of music and
categories of people: in other words, how do
particular ways of organizing sound become
integral parts of whom we perceive ourselves to
be and of how we feel connected to some people
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

and disconnected from others? After an
introduction that discusses the key theoretical
concepts to be deployed, Categorizing Sound
presents a series of case studies that range from
foreign music, race music, and old-time music in
the 1920s up through country and rhythm and
blues in the 1980s. Each chapter focuses not so
much on the musical contents of these genres as
on the process of 'gentrification' through which
these categories are produced."--Provided by
publisher.
On This Day in Memphis History G. Wayne
Dowdy 2014-03-18 Far more than blues and
barbecue, Memphis culture has evolved one day
at a time. Author G. Wayne Dowdy pins an exact
date to a host of important, quirky and forgotten
events in the history of Tennessee's largest city-an entertaining footnote for each day of the
year. Earth, Wind and Fire founder Maurice
White entered the world in a Memphis hospital
on December 19, 1941. On January 15, 1877, a
severe thunderstorm mysteriously left the city
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covered in snakes. On December 31, 1902, a
resident was murdered on Main Street after
taunting a Native American named Creeping
Bear. A day or a month at a time, enjoy a year of
entertaining River City blasts from the past.
Black Radio/Black Resistance Micaela Di
Leonardo 2019 Every weekday, the wildly
popular Tom Joyner Morning Show reaches more
than eight million radio listeners. The show
offers broadly progressive political talk, adultoriented soul music, humor, advice, and
celebrity gossip for largely older, largely
working-class black audience. But it's not just an
old-school show: it's an activist political forum
and a key site reflecting on popular aesthetics. It
focuses on issues affecting African Americans
today, from the denigration of hard-working
single mothers, to employment discrimination
and sexual abuse, to the racism and violence
endemic to the U.S. criminal justice system, to
international tragedies. In Black Radio/Black
Resistance, author Micaela di Leonardo dives
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

deep into the Tom Joyner Morning Show's 25
year history inside larger U.S. broadcast history.
From its rise in the Clinton era and its responses
to key events--9/11, Hurricane Katrina, President
Obama's elections and presidency, police
murders of unarmed black Americans and the
rise of Black Lives Matter, and Donald Trump's
ascendancy-it has broadcast the varied, defiant,
and darkly comic voices of its anchors, guests,
and audience members. di Leonardo also
investigates the new synergistic set of crossmedium ties and political connections that have
affected print, broadcast, and online reporting
and commentary in antiracist directions. This
new multiracial progressive public sphere has
extraordinary potential for shaping America's
future. Thus Black Radio/Black Resistance does
far more than simply shed light on a major
counterpublic institution unjustly ignored for
reasons of color, class, generation, and medium.
It demonstrates an alternative understanding of
the shifting black public sphere in the digital
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age. Like the show itself, Black Radio/Black
Resistance is politically progressive, musicdrenched, and blisteringly funny.
Het laatste woord Alena Graedon 2014-06-03 In
een nabije toekomst waarin boeken collector s
items zijn geworden en technologie ons leven
beheerst, breekt een mysterieus virus uit
waardoor mensen wartaal beginnen uit te
slaan.Terwijl het virus om zich heen grijpt, zoekt
Ana wanhopig naar haar vader Doug. Doug
werkte aan de laatste gedrukte editie van de
North American Dictionary of the English
Language toen hij plotseling verdween. Met zijn
verdwijning lijkt ook het lemma waarin hij werd
genoemd te zijn gewist. Samen met de verlegen
lexicograaf Bart moet Ana haar weg zien te
vinden in een wereld waarin communicatie
allengs onmogelijk wordt en iedereen om haar
heen een reden lijkt te hebben om tegen haar te
liegen.Het laatste woord is een filosofische
parabel over leven in een digitaal tijdperk, een
literaire thriller voor liefhebbers van taal en een
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

prachtige liefdesgeschiedenis.
Black Power Music! Reiland Rabaka 2022-06-14
Black Power Music! Protest Songs, Message
Music, and the Black Power Movement critically
explores the soundtracks of the Black Power
Movement as forms of "movement music." That
is to say, much of classic Motown, soul, and funk
music often mirrored and served as mouthpieces
for the views and values, as well as the
aspirations and frustrations, of the Black Power
Movement. Black Power Music! is also about the
intense interconnections between Black popular
culture and Black political culture, both before
and after the Black Power Movement, and the
ways in which the Black Power Movement in
many senses symbolizes the culmination of
centuries of African American politics creatively
combined with, and ingeniously conveyed
through, African American music. Consequently,
the term "Black Power music" can be seen as a
code word for African American protest songs
and message music between 1965 and 1975.
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"Black Power music" is a new concept that
captures and conveys the fact that the majority
of the messages in Black popular music between
1965 and 1975 seem to have been missed by
most people who were not actively involved in,
or in some significant way associated with, the
Black Power Movement.
Los Angeles Documentary and the
Production of Public History, 1958-1977
Joshua Glick 2018-01-23 Los Angeles
Documentary and the Production of Public
History, 1958–1977 explores how
documentarians working between the election of
John F. Kennedy and the Bicentennial created
conflicting visions of the recent and more distant
American past. Drawing on a wide range of
primary documents, Joshua Glick analyzes the
films of Hollywood documentarians such as
David Wolper and Mel Stuart, along with lesserknown independents and activists such as Kent
Mackenzie, Lynne Littman, and Jesús Salvador
Treviño. While the former group reinvigorated a
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

Cold War cultural liberalism, the latter group
advocated for social justice in a city plagued by
severe class stratification and racial segregation.
Glick examines how mainstream and alternative
filmmakers turned to the archives, civic
institutions, and production facilities of Los
Angeles in order to both change popular
understandings of the city and shape the social
consciousness of the nation.
The Soundtrack Album Paul N. Reinsch
2020-02-28 The Soundtrack Album: Listening to
Media offers the first sustained exploration of
the soundtrack album as a distinctive form of
media. Soundtrack albums have been part of our
media and musical landscape for decades,
enduring across formats from vinyl and 8-tracks
to streaming playlists. This book makes the case
that soundtrack albums are more than
promotional tools for films, television shows, or
video games— they are complex media texts that
reward a detailed analysis. The collection’s
contributors explore a diverse range of
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soundtrack albums, from Super Fly to Stranger
Things, revealing how these albums change our
understanding of the music and film industries
and the audio-visual relationships that drive
them. An excellent resource for students of
Music, Media Studies, and Film/Screen Media
courses, The Soundtrack Album offers
interdisciplinary perspectives and opens new
areas for exploration in music and media
studies.
An Unseen Light Aram Goudsouzian 2018-04-13
During the second half of the nineteenth
century, Memphis, Tennessee, had the largest
metropolitan population of African Americans in
the Mid-South region and served as a political
hub for civic organizations and grassroots
movements. On April 4, 1968, the city found
itself at the epicenter of the civil rights
movement when Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was
assassinated at the Lorraine Motel.
Nevertheless, despite the many significant
events that took place in the city and its citizens'
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

many contributions to the black freedom
struggle, Memphis has been largely overlooked
by historians of the civil rights movement. In An
Unseen Light, eminent and rising scholars offer
a multidisciplinary examination of Memphis's
role in African American history during the
twentieth century. Together, they investigate
episodes such as the 1940 "Reign of Terror"
when black Memphians experienced a prolonged
campaign of harassment, mass arrests, and
violence at the hands of police. They also
examine topics including the relationship
between the labor and civil rights movements,
the fight for economic advancement in black
communities, and the impact of music on the
city's culture. Covering subjects as diverse as
politics, sports, music, activism, and religion, An
Unseen Light illuminates Memphis's place in the
long history of the struggle for African American
freedom.
Johnny Cash Robert Hilburn 2015-09-07
‘Geweldige biografie. De totale Cash.’ Matthijs
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van Nieuwkerk in DWDD In de veelgeprezen en
complete biografie van Johnny Cash vertelt
Robert Hilburn het onverbloemde verhaal van
een van de grootste sterren van de rock-’n-roll.
De veelbewogen carrière van Cash startte bij
Sun Records, met Elvis Presley en Jerry Lee
Lewis, en eindigde in 2003 met de dappere,
ontroerende video ‘Hurt’, het laatste muzikale
hoogtepunt van de dan 71-jarige Cash. Een leven
vol successen, mijlpalen, prijzen, maar ook een
leven met grote teleurstellingen, drugs,
tegenslagen en verdriet. ‘In een evenwichtige
biografie komen alle kanten van de
countryzanger Johnny Cash aan bod. Schrijver
Robert Hilburn haalt wat mythes onderuit,
zonder dat het grote verhaal van diens volle
leven eronder lijdt. Hij schrijft met afstand, maar
vanuit liefde.’ Jan Donkers’ keus voor boek van
het jaar in NRC Handelsblad ‘Johnny Cash is een
geslaagde biografie. […] Hilburn vertelt het
verhaal van Johnny Cash in een heel directe
vorm. Steeds op de huid van de hoofdpersoon;
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en vaak ook “in diens hoofd”: door te vertellen
wat Johnny zelf dacht en voelde. Door deze
aanpak verveelt het boek geen moment.’ de
Volkskrant ‘Hilburn heeft een briljant verhaal
geschreven over een nog briljantere songwriter
met al z’n gebreken.’ Keith Richards Robert
Hilburn was meer dan drie decennia hoofd
muziekcriticus en redacteur popmuziek voor de
Los Angeles Times. Hij heeft eerder een boek
over John Lennon gepubliceerd en schrijft al zijn
hele leven over poplegendes, zoals Bob Dylan,
Elton John, Michael Jackson, Bruce Springsteen,
U2 en Johnny Cash. Hilburn werkt op dit
moment aan de biografie van Paul Simon die ook
bij Spectrum zal verschijnen.
Country Soul Charles L. Hughes 2015-03-23 In
the sound of the 1960s and 1970s, nothing
symbolized the rift between black and white
America better than the seemingly divided
genres of country and soul. Yet the music
emerged from the same songwriters, musicians,
and producers in the recording studios of
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Memphis and Nashville, Tennessee, and Muscle
Shoals, Alabama--what Charles L. Hughes calls
the "country-soul triangle." In legendary studios
like Stax and FAME, integrated groups of
musicians like Booker T. and the MGs and the
Muscle Shoals Rhythm Section produced music
that both challenged and reconfirmed racial
divisions in the United States. Working with
artists from Aretha Franklin to Willie Nelson,
these musicians became crucial contributors to
the era's popular music and internationally
recognized symbols of American racial politics in
the turbulent years of civil rights protests, Black
Power, and white backlash. Hughes offers a
provocative reinterpretation of this key moment
in American popular music and challenges the
conventional wisdom about the racial politics of
southern studios and the music that emerged
from them. Drawing on interviews and rarely
used archives, Hughes brings to life the daily
world of session musicians, producers, and
songwriters at the heart of the country and soul
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

scenes. In doing so, he shows how the countrysoul triangle gave birth to new ways of thinking
about music, race, labor, and the South in this
pivotal period.
A History Of The Gordons Kenn Gordon
2020-12-22 This book will take an academic look
at those who are of the Gordon name and clan.
There are already quite a few books about the
Gordons but they either skip over the lineage or
romanticise battles and positions held. There are
defining traits within the Gordon DNA that much
is true, however that does not always make us
'good people'. We strive to be the absolute best,
in our chosen fields. That could be taking the
fore in battles or being the best musician, you
can be. There are amazing acts of bravery that
have been carried out by the Gordons along with
substantial acts of cowardice. If that sounds like
an oxymoron then you would be right, as we
occupy both ends of the moral and social scales.
The Gordons have fought for and against the
Papacy. We fought on both sides of the Jacobite
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rebellion. We stood for and against England. The
Gordons even as individuals have fought on both
sides in World War 1 and 2. There were Gordons
on either side of communism. We have been
great scientists and doctors. I have one son who
is a great Chef, and the other is a Quantum
Physicist, whilst I am a Musician and Writer. So,
we all do have a personal choice, but it is what
and how you act upon us that will mark our
places in the history of the Gordon name. I wrote
this book in the year 2020 when the world was
facing a global pandemic. Not only were our
doctors and nurses fighting an invisible enemy
(Covid 19) but worse was happening on the
streets around the world. Racism seems to raise
its ugly head when mankind is at its lowest ebb.
'Black Lives Matter' was a new movement. To an
old problem. I feel that 'ALL' Lives matter. There
are Gordons who are African, Indian, European,
Australian, Asian, North American and South
American. Those Gordons have every shade of
skin colour that comes within the human range.
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

We also follow every faith and no faith at all. If
you go back far enough in any clan or race you
will find some element of slavery. We Gordons
have also been on both sides of that evil. We
have been Slaves, Slave Owners and even Slave
Traders. Slaves would normally keep their own
first name but would also adopt the surname of
the slave owner, hence not all Gordons are
Celtic. Being involved in slavery is not a matter
of pride to most Gordons, it is just a matter of
historical fact. Tearing down statues or defacing
buildings that bear the name of historical
people, to me is pointless. It would be like
tearing down the Auschwitz Museum. There was
a holocaust and Auschwitz is testament to that
horror and by it being there, it tells us not to
forget. When people tried to tear down the
statue of William Wallace saying that he was a
racist. His statue is there because he fought for
Scotland and its people. There were 12
presidents of the USA that owned slaves.,
Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, James
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Monroe, Andrew Jackson, Martin Van Buren,
William Henry Harrison, John Tyler, James K.
Polk, Zachary Taylor, Andrew Johnson, and
Ulysses S Grant. You would have to tear down
America and start building all over again,
starting with Washington DC and the White
House. We remember our history, the good
along with the bad in order to learn from our
mistakes. Consequently, in this book you will
find all the great moments in the Gordon history
since 66BC all the way up to 2020. You will also
find the truth and the facts that point to
unspeakable acts carried out sometimes in the
name of the Gordon families, other times just out
of coincidence to them bearing the name of
Gordon. One such example would be the
Highland clearances carried out by the Duke of
Sutherland whose wife was Countess Elizabeth
Gordon. He committed an act of ethnic cleansing
in the north of Scotland.
Edible Identities: Food as Cultural Heritage
Ronda L. Brulotte 2016-04-29 Food - its
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cultivation, preparation and communal
consumption - has long been considered a form
of cultural heritage. A dynamic, living product,
food creates social bonds as it simultaneously
marks off and maintains cultural difference. In
bringing together anthropologists, historians
and other scholars of food and heritage, this
volume closely examines the ways in which the
cultivation, preparation, and consumption of
food is used to create identity claims of 'cultural
heritage' on local, regional, national and
international scales. Contributors explore a
range of themes, including how food is used to
mark insiders and outsiders within an ethnic
group; how the same food's meanings change
within a particular society based on class,
gender or taste; and how traditions are
'invented' for the revitalization of a community
during periods of cultural pressure. Featuring
case studies from Europe, Asia and the
Americas, this timely volume also addresses the
complex processes of classifying, designating,
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and valorizing food as 'terroir,' 'slow food,' or as
intangible cultural heritage through UNESCO.
By effectively analyzing food and foodways
through the perspectives of critical heritage
studies, this collection productively brings two
overlapping but frequently separate theoretical
frameworks into conversation.
Pop When the World Falls Apart Eric Weisbard
2012-03-26 Organized around the idea of crisis
and adversity, be it personal, social, or
categorical, the contributors to Pop When the
World Falls Apart showcase the range of ways
that pop music studies has responded to the
social, political, and cultural shifts that are
reshaping the world today.
Black Ephemera Mark Anthony Neal
2022-03-08 A framework for understanding the
deep archive of Black performance in the digital
era In an era of Big Data and algorithms, our
easy access to the archive of contemporary and
historical Blackness is unprecedented. That
iterations of Black visual art, such as Bert
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Williams’s 1916 silent film short “A Natural Born
Gambler” or the performances of Josephine
Baker from the 1920s, are merely a quick
YouTube search away has transformed how
scholars teach and research Black performance.
While Black Ephemera celebrates this new
access, it also questions the crisis and the
challenge of the Black musical archive in a
moment when Black American culture has
become a global export. Using music and sound
as its primary texts, Black Ephemera argues that
the cultural DNA of Black America has become
obscured in the transformation from analog to
digital. Through a cross-reading of the
relationship between the digital era and culture
produced in the pre-digital era, Neal argues that
Black music has itself been reduced to
ephemera, at best, and at worst to the
background sounds of the continued exploitation
and commodification of Black culture. The crisis
and challenges of Black archives are not simply
questions of knowledge, but of how knowledge
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moves and manifests itself within Blackness that
is obscure, ephemeral, fugitive, precarious, fluid,
and increasingly digital. Black Ephemera is a
reminder that for every great leap forward there
is a necessary return to the archive. Through
this work, Neal offers a new framework for
thinking about Black culture in the digital world.
In the Midnight Hour Tony Fletcher 2017
Wilson Pickett was arguably the greatest male
soul screamer of the 1960s and '70s. With a
career spanning half a century, he sold millions
of albums and tens of millions of singles, leaving
a legacy of unforgettable hits, including "In the
Midnight Hour," "Land of 1000 Dances," and
"MustangSally." A first ballot inductee into the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Pickett collaborated
with some of the biggest names in '60s and '70s
pop, rock, and soul, and his passionate stage
performances frequently garnered invasions by
frenzied audience members of all colors eager to
bask-and dance-in hisradiant aura. A musician of
rare instinct with an unmistakable intensity and
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charisma, the "Wicked" Pickett was for many the
living embodiment of soul.In the first biography
of this legendary artist, veteran music journalist
Tony Fletcher goes far beyond anecdote,
weaving the turns of Pickett's extraordinary
career into the larger story of black American
music in the late 20th Century. As Fletcher
shows, from his childhood in the gospelrichcotton fields of Alabama to his early career
in pre-Motown Detroit and long tenure at
Atlantic Records, Wilson Pickett always
positioned himself at the cutting edge of rhythm
'n' blues and soul. By the time he was thirty,
Pickett had five #1 RandB hits, rubbed
shoulders with the likes of JamesBrown, Otis
Redding and the Who, and traveled to Ghana
with Ike and Tina Turner, Santana and others to
headline the first American popular music
package to visit the continent. As with so many
artists of his generation, the price of
superstardom was a career punctuated by
violence and drug abuse,with fits of erratic and
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wild behavior leading to a career slump and two
jail terms in the late 1990s before a late career
redemption.Drawn from extensive interviews
with the singer's close family and friends and
regular members of his studio and touring
bands, In the Midnight Hour is a narrative
portrait of one of the greatest voices of soul and
a rare window into the social upheavals that
surrounded him, the genre he helpedshape along
the way, and the pitfalls of the fame that success
brought him.
Memphis Rent Party Robert Gordon
2018-03-06 "Blues, being the wellspring of all
American music for over a century, is always
worth studying. Robert does it right." --Keith
Richards "An emotional map of musical
Memphis. If you don't know these characters, let
Robert Gordon introduce you." --Elvis Costello
"Robert Gordon's book is proof that Southern
heritage is American heritage, and all sorts of
people--black and white, familiar and strange,
dead and alive--are what it is." --Greil Marcus
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

Profiles and stories of Southern music from the
acclaimed author of Respect Yourself: Stax
Records and the Soul Explosion. The fabled city
of Memphis has been essential to American
music--home of the blues, the birthplace of rock
and roll, a soul music capital. We know the
greatest hits, but celebrated author Robert
Gordon takes us to the people and places history
has yet to record. A Memphis native, he whiles
away time in a crumbling duplex with blues
legend Furry Lewis, stays up late with
barrelhouse piano player Mose Vinson, and sips
homemade whiskey at Junior Kimbrough's
churning house parties. A passionate listener, he
hears modern times deep in the grooves of old
records by Lead Belly and Robert Johnson. The
interconnected profiles and stories in Memphis
Rent Party convey more than a region. Like mint
seeping into bourbon, Gordon gets into the
wider world. He beholds the beauty of mistakes
with producer Jim Dickinson (Replacements,
Rolling Stones), charts the stars with Alex
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Chilton (Box Tops, Big Star), and mulls the
tragedy of Jeff Buckley's fatal swim. Gordon's
Memphis inspires Cat Power, attracts Townes
Van Zandt, and finds James Carr always singing
at the dark end of the street. A rent party is
when friends come together to hear music,
dance, and help a pal through hard times; it's a
celebration in the face of looming tragedy, an
optimism when the wolf is at the door. Robert
Gordon finds mystery in the mundane,
inspiration in the bleakness, and revels in the
individualism that connects these diverse
encounters.
Respect Yourself Robert Gordon 2013-11-12
The story of Stax Records unfolds like a Greek
tragedy. A white brother and sister build a
record company that becomes a monument to
racial harmony in 1960's segregated south
Memphis. Their success is startling, and Stax
soon defines an international sound. Then, after
losses both business and personal, the siblings
part, and the brother allies with a visionary
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

African-American partner. Under integrated
leadership, Stax explodes as a national player
until, Icarus-like, they fall from great heights to
a tragic demise. Everything is lost, and the
sanctuary that flourished is ripped from the
ground. A generation later, Stax is rebuilt brick
by brick to once again bring music and
opportunity to the people of Memphis. Set in the
world of 1960s and '70s soul music, Respect
Yourself is a story of epic heroes in a shady
industry. It's about music and musicians -- Isaac
Hayes, Otis Redding, Sam and Dave, Wilson
Pickett, the Staple Singers, and Booker T. and
the M.G.'s, Stax's interracial house band. It's
about a small independent company's struggle to
survive in a business world of burgeoning
conglomerates. And always at the center of the
story is Memphis, Tennessee, an explosive city
struggling through heated, divisive years. Told
by one of our leading music chroniclers, Respect
Yourself brings to life this treasured cultural
institution and the city that created it.
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African American Folklore: An Encyclopedia for
Students Anand Prahlad 2016-08-08 African
American folklore dates back 240 years and has
had a significant impact on American culture
from the slavery period to the modern day. This
encyclopedia provides accessible entries on key
elements of this long history, including folklore
originally derived from African cultures that
have survived here and those that originated in
the United States. • Offers the most
comprehensive compilation of resources on
African American folklore, in the forms of
bibliographical citations, lists of websites, and
lists of cultural centers • Demonstrates the
importance of black folklore to the development
of American culture • Contains a unique
collection of entries on black folk traditions •
Documents the historical, aesthetic influence of
African culture on African American folklore
I Hear a Symphony Andrew Flory 2017-05-30
Investigates how the music of Motown Records
functioned as the center of the company's
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

creative and economic impact worldwide
A Man Called Destruction Holly GeorgeWarren 2014-03-20 The first biography of the
artist who “essentially invented indie and
alternative rock” (Spin) A brilliant and influential
songwriter, vocalist, and guitarist, the
charismatic Alex Chilton was more than a rock
star—he was a true cult icon. Awardwinning
music writer Holly George-Warren’s A Man
Called Destruction is the first biography of this
enigmatic artist, who died in 2010. Covering
Chilton’s life from his early work with the
charttopping Box Tops and the seminal powerpop band Big Star to his experiments with punk
and roots music and his sprawling solo career, A
Man Called Destruction is the story of a musical
icon and a richly detailed chronicle of pop
music’s evolution, from the mid-1960s through
today’s indie rock.
Confessions of a Southern Beauty Queen
Julie Hines Mabus 2022-05-16 In the late 1960s,
Patsy Channing, a stunningly beautiful young
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woman, was suspended from the venerable
Mississippi State College for Women for breach
of conduct. The resulting scandal reached all the
way to the Columbus courthouse, and the press
ate it up. But Patsy’s story starts long before
that, living with a preoccupied and troubled
mother in Memphis, Tennessee. As Patsy grows
up, she buries the memories of her unspeakable
childhood trauma and is determined to have a
normal life. Music becomes her ticket out and a
vehicle for the one thing she covets most—a
chance to be crowned Miss America. In
Confessions of a Southern Beauty Queen, Julie
Hines Mabus provides a peek into that world—a
world struggling through the civil rights
movement, reeling from the death of JFK, and
cutting loose with the musical innovations from
Memphis and Detroit. Patsy develops a close
friendship with a guitarist at Stax Recording
Studio, giving her firsthand exposure to the
early Memphis Soul Sound created by such
greats as Otis Redding, Isaac Hayes, and Sam &
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

Dave. Confessions of a Southern Beauty Queen
opens and closes with the end of Patsy’s time at
Mississippi State College for Women on that
fateful spring morning in 1968 when she entered
the Columbus courthouse. Patsy’s story, marked
with tragedy and triumph, mirrors that of a
growing and evolving South, where change
never comes easy.
Madison in the Sixties Stuart D. Levitan
2018-11-19 Madison made history in the sixties.
Landmark civil rights laws were passed. Pivotal
campus protests were waged. A spring block
party turned into a three-night riot. Factor in
urban renewal troubles, a bitter battle over
efforts to build Frank Lloyd Wright’s Monona
Terrace, and the expanding influence of the
University of Wisconsin, and the decade assumes
legendary status. In this first-ever
comprehensive narrative of these issues—plus
accounts of everything from politics to public
schools, construction to crime, and
more—Madison historian Stuart D. Levitan
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chronicles the birth of modern Madison with
style and well-researched substance. This
heavily illustrated book also features annotated
photographs that document the dramatic
changes occurring downtown, on campus, and to
the Greenbush neighborhood throughout the
decade. Madison in the Sixties is an absorbing
account of ten years that changed the city
forever.
The Country Music Reader Travis D. Stimeling
2015-01-02 In The Country Music Reader Travis
D. Stimeling provides an anthology of primary
source readings from newspapers, magazines,
and fan ephemera encompassing the history of
country music from circa 1900 to the present.
Presenting conversations that have shaped
historical understandings of country music, it
brings the voices of country artists and
songwriters, music industry insiders, critics, and
fans together in a vibrant conversation about a
widely loved yet seldom studied genre of
American popular music. Situating each source
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

chronologically within its specific musical or
cultural context, Stimeling traces the history of
country music from the fiddle contests and
ballad collections of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries through the most
recent developments in contemporary country
music. Drawing from a vast array of sources
including popular magazines, fan newsletters,
trade publications, and artist biographies, The
Country Music Reader offers firsthand insight
into the changing role of country music within
both the music industry and American musical
culture, and presents a rich resource for
university students, popular music scholars, and
country music fans alike.
Jet 2007-08-06 The weekly source of African
American political and entertainment news.
Jimi Hendrix and the Cultural Politics of
Popular Music Aaron Lefkovitz 2018-03-28 This
book, on Jimi Hendrix’s life, times, visualcultural prominence, and popular music, with a
particular emphasis on Hendrix’s relationships
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to the cultural politics of race, gender, sexuality,
ethnicity, class, and nation. Hendrix, an itinerant
“Gypsy” and “Voodoo child” whose racialized
“freak” visual image continues to internationally
circulate, exploited the exoticism of his race,
gender, and sexuality and Gypsy and Voodoo
transnational political cultures and religion.
Aaron E. Lefkovitz argues that Hendrix can be
located in a legacy of black-transnational
popular musicians, from Chuck Berry to the hip
hop duo Outkast, confirming while subverting
established white supremacist and heteronormative codes and conventions. Focusing on
Hendrix’s transnational biography and centrality
to US and international visual cultural and
popular music histories, this book links Hendrix
to traditions of blackface minstrelsy,
international freak show spectacles, black
popular music’s global circulation, and visualcultural racial, gender, and sexual stereotypes,
while noting Hendrix’s place in 1960s
countercultural, US-exceptionalist, cultural Cold
respect-yourself-stax-records-and-the-soul-explosion-robert-gordon

War, and rock histories.
Set the Night on Fire Mike Davis 2020-04-14
Histories of the US sixties invariably focus on
New York City, but Los Angeles was an
epicenter of that decade’s political and social
earthquake. L.A. was a launchpad for Black
Power—where Malcolm X and Angela Davis first
came to prominence and the Watts uprising
shook the nation—and home to the Chicano
walkouts and Moratorium, as well as birthplace
of ‘Asian America’ as a political identity, base of
the antiwar movement, and of course, centre of
California counterculture. Mike Davis and Jon
Wiener provide the first comprehensive
movement history of L.A. in the sixties, drawing
on extensive archival research, scores of
interviews with principal figures of the 1960s
movements, and personal histories (both Davis
and Wiener are native Los Angelenos). Following
on from Davis’s award-winning L.A. history, City
of Quartz, Set the Night on Fire is a fascinating
historical corrective, delivered in scintillating
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and fiercely elegant prose.
A Blues Bibliography Robert Ford 2019-09-02
This book provides a sequel to Robert Ford's
comprehensive reference work A Blues
Bibliography, the second edition of which was
published in 2007. Bringing Ford's bibliography
of resources up to date, this volume covers
works published since 2005, complementing the
first volume by extending coverage through
twelve years of new publications. As in the
previous volume, this work includes entries on
the history and background of the blues,
instruments, record labels, reference sources,
regional variations, and lyric transcriptions and
musical analysis. With extensive listings of print
and online articles in scholarly and trade
journals, books, and recordings, this
bibliography offers the most thorough resource
for all researchers studying the blues.
Let Love Rule Lenny Kravitz 2020-10-06 Let
Love Rule is de biografie van de artist himself,
Lenny Kravitz, over de eerste 25 jaar van zijn
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leven. Nederlandse uitgave. Een openhartige,
intelligente en grappige biografie. In zijn
langverwachte autobiografie vertelt rockster
Lenny Kravitz, zoon van een Joodse vader en een
Afro-Amerikaanse moeder hoe hij uitgroeide van
verlegen jongen tot artiest met internationale
sterrenstatus. Het boek beschrijft de eerste 25
jaar van zijn leven. Lenny is zeer openhartig
over alle facetten van zijn jonge jaren. Over zijn
relatie met zijn ouders, hun scheiding, maar ook
over platenbazen die aanvankelijk geen idee
hadden hoe ze hem in de markt moesten zetten
(‘Prince meets John Lennon’). Let Love Rule is
een persoonlijke, grappige en ontroerende
autobiografie van een van de belangrijkste
stemmen in de hedendaagse muziek. Lenny
Kravitz zegt zelf over zijn biografie: 'Deze
memoir schrijven was een schitterende ervaring
die mij opnieuw door de eerste 25 jaar van mijn
leven leidde, vanaf mijn geboorte tot aan de
release van mijn eerste album. Gedurende die
reis, vol avontuur, vond ik mijzelf en mijn stem.
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Daarbij ervaarde ik dat liefde het pad effende en
dat liefde mijn boodschap zou worden.'
To the Promised Land: Martin Luther King
and the Fight for Economic Justice Michael
K. Honey 2018-04-03 “This is a dangerous
book.”—Robin D. G. Kelley, author of Freedom
Dreams Fifty years ago, a single bullet robbed us
of one of the world’s most eloquent voices for
human rights and justice. To the Promised Land
goes beyond the iconic view of Martin Luther
King, Jr., as an advocate of racial harmony, to
explore his profound commitment to the poor
and working class and his call for “nonviolent
resistance” to all forms of oppression, including
the economic injustice that “takes necessities
from the masses to give luxuries to the classes.”
“Either we go up together or we go down
together,” King cautioned, a message just as
urgent in America today as then. To the
Promised Land challenges us to think about
what it would mean to truly fulfill King’s legacy
and move toward his vision of “the Promised
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Land” in our own time.
A New and Concise History of Rock and
R&B through the Early 1990s Eric Charry
2012-01-11 This concise yet lively textbook
explores the history and significance of
American popular music from Tin Pan Alley to
Public Enemy. Ethnomusicologist Eric Charry
provides a strong foundation for understanding
how music, the music industry, and American
culture intersect. His innovative teaching style
presents the material in a dynamic format
suitable for general education courses in music.
The book is organized around a series of
timelines, tables, and figures, providing fresh
perspectives on the social and cultural
importance of the music. Charry lays out key
contemporary theoretical issues, covers the
technical foundations of the music industry, and
provides a capsule history of who did what
when, with particular emphasis on the rapid
emergence of distinct genres and subgenres.
The book’s figures distill the history and provide
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new insight into understanding trends. Over a
thousand artists, albums, and songs are covered,
such as Muddy Waters, Elvis Presley, Bob Dylan,
Aretha Franklin, the Velvet Underground, Janis
Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, David Bowie, Stevie
Wonder, Prince, Madonna, Talking Heads, and
many more.
Jacket Weather Mike DeCapite 2021-10-12
Nick Hornby meets Patti Smith, Mean Streets
meets A Visit From the Goon Squad in this
quintessential New York City story about two
people who knew each other in the downtown
music scene in the 1980s, meet again in the
present day, and fall in love. Mike knew June in
New York’s downtown music scene in the
eighties. Back then, he thought she was “the
living night—all the glamour and potential of a
New York night when you’re 25.” Now he’s twice
divorced and happy to be alone—so happy he’s
writing a book about it. Then he meets June
again. “And here she was with a raincoat over
the back of the chair talking about getting a
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divorce and saying she’s done with relationships.
Her ice-calm eyes are the same, the same her
glory of curls.” Jacket Weather is about
awakening to love—dizzying, all-consuming,
worldview-shaking love—when it’s least
expected. It's also about remaining alert to
today's pleasures—exploring the city, observing
the seasons, listening to the guys at the
gym—while time is slipping away. Told in
fragments of narrative, reveries, recipes, bits of
conversation and snatches of weather, the book
collapses a decade in Mike and June’s life and
shifts a reader to a glowing nostalgia for the
present.
Encyclopedia of Great Popular Song Recordings
Steve Sullivan 2017-05-17 This masterful survey
covers all genres of popular music, from pop,
rock, soul, and country to jazz, blues, classic
vocals, hip-hop, folk, gospel, and ethnic/world
music. Collectors will find detailed
discographical data while music lovers will
appreciate the detailed commentaries and deep
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research on the songs, their recording, and the
artists.
Chocolate Cities Marcus Anthony Hunter
2018-01-16 From Central District Seattle to
Harlem to Holly Springs, Black people have built
a dynamic network of cities and towns where
Black culture is maintained, created, and
defended. But imagine—what if current maps of
Black life are wrong? Chocolate Cities offers a
refreshing and persuasive rendering of the
United States—a “Black map” that more
accurately reflects the lived experiences and the
future of Black life in America. Drawing on film,
fiction, music, and oral history, Marcus Anthony
Hunter and Zandria F. Robinson trace the Black
American experience of race, place, and
liberation, mapping it from Emancipation to
now. As the United States moves toward a
majority minority society, Chocolate Cities
provides a provocative, broad, and necessary
assessment of how racial and ethnic minorities
make and change America’s social, economic,
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and political landscape.
The 1960s: Key Themes and Documents James S.
Olson 2018-04-30 This volume serves as an
invaluable study guide covering all of the key
political, social, and cultural concepts of the
turbulent 1960s. • Provides for ease of reference
through rigorous thematic tagging of
encyclopedic entries, period chronology, and
primary documents • Helps readers to study a
key period of American history • Features
additional elements such as a sample documentbased essay question and tips for answering
document-based essay questions
It's Just the Normal Noises Timothy Gray
2017-05 Taking a personal approach to the
subject matter, Timothy Gray reads criticism and
listens to music as though rock 'n' roll not only
explains American culture, but also shores up his
life. In It's Just the Normal Noises, Gray
examines a wide array of writing about roots
music from the 1960s to the 2000s. In addition
to chapters on the genre-defining work of Peter
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Guralnick and Greil Marcus, he explores the
influential writings of Grant Alden and Peter
Blackstock, the editors of No Depression
magazine, and the writers who contributed to its
pages, Bill Friskicks-Warren, Ed Ward, David
Cantwell, and Allison Stewart among them. A
host of memoirists and novelists, from Patti
Smith and Ann Powers to Eleanor Henderson
and Dana Spiotta, shed light on the social effects
and personal attachments of the music's many
manifestations, from punk to alt country to
hardcore.
Memphis 68 Stuart Cosgrove 2017-10-05 In the
1950s and 1960s, Memphis, Tennessee, was the
launch pad of musical pioneers such as Aretha
Franklin, Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, Al Green
and Isaac Hayes, and by 1968 was a city
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synonymous with soul music. It was a deeply
segregated city, ill at ease with the modern
world and yet to adjust to the era of civil rights
and racial integration. Stax Records offered an
escape from the turmoil of the real world for
many soul and blues musicians, with much of the
music created there becoming the soundtrack to
the civil rights movements. The book opens with
the death of the city's most famous recording
artist, Otis Redding, who died in a plane crash in
the final days of 1967, and then follows the
fortunes of Redding's label, Stax/Volt Records,
as its fortunes fall and rise again. But, as the
tense year unfolds, the city dominates world
headlines for the worst of reasons: the
assassination of civil rights leader Martin Luther
King.
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